APPENDICES

Appendix A
Language Salon (China)

1)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>: hehe (23:23:10)
2)<Juanzi to Blacktin>: but you should just look it as a profession. (23:23:11)
3)<guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>: make friend too? (23:23:13)
4)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>: oh (23:23:18)
5)<M.Colton to Happylady1>: but if u r really old... y r u so sharp to typing or thinking? (23:23:27)
6)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>: i seldom make friend on net (23:23:28)
7)<Happylady1 to M.Colton>: one day, i'll introduce u both to know each other (23:23:30)
8)<Juanzi to Blacktin>: don't give it so much brilliant (23:23:30)
9)<Blackpin to guest_72875>: actually you are modest (23:23:43)
10)<M.Colton to Happylady1>: would u have some super power? (23:23:44)
11)<guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>: could i ask you some question? (23:23:49)
12)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>: sure (23:23:58)
13)<guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>: really (23:24:01)
14)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>: en (23:24:06)
15)<Happylady1 to M.Colton>: hey...how dare ur look down the aged? (23:24:17)
16)<guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>: maybe you are serious (23:24:20)
17)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>: :) (23:24:28)
18)<M.Colton to Happylady1>: sniff sniff... (23:24:33)
19)<Blackpin to Juanzi>: i've never been thought of being a teacher. (23:24:46)
20)<guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>: you r a student?? (23:24:47)
21)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>: yes (23:24:53)
22)<Happylady1 to M.Colton>: when ur in my age, u will know how powerful u will be.

hehe (23:24:54)
23)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>: and u? (23:24:55)
24)<guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>: sorry (23:25:03)
25)<Juanzi to Blackpin>: haha (23:25:03)
26)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>: hehehe (23:25:06)
27)<M.Colton to Happylady1>: aged means beautiful time is over, (23:25:10)
28)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>: interesting (23:25:14)
29)<guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>: prior to (23:25:15)
30)<Juanzi to Blackpin>: to be a teacher in a uni. is not bad. (23:25:17)
31)<Happylady1 to M.Colton>: i am afraid u cant wait to that day la, haha (23:25:21)
32)<guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>: ok? (23:25:22)
33)<M.Colton to Happylady1>: especially for lady. (23:25:23)
34<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>:  hahaha (23:25:31)
35)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>:  thanks (23:25:43)
36)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>:  u are humorous (23:25:52)
37)<Happylady1 to M.Colton>:  hehe, for the intelligent lady, it is not time just increase her wisdom, haha (23:25:55)
38) <guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>:  :) (23:25:56)
39)<Juanzi to Blackpin>:  you can be a teacher, and in your spare time you can do other things you interested in. (23:25:55)
40)<guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>:  u too (23:25:59)
41)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>:  lol (23:26:08)
42)<guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>:  your major? (23:26:11)
43)<Blackpin to Juanzi>:  yeah, not bad, if i'm with my darling teacher. (23:26:16)
44)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>:  environment science (23:26:25)
45)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>:  and urs? (23:26:30)
46)<guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>:  i guess we could be a friend (23:26:45)
47)<Happylady1 to M.Colton>:  for ur guy, i am afraid time just getting fat and also bald (23:26:46)
48)<guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>:  salesman (23:26:54)
49)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>:  so confident! (23:27:01)
50)<M.Colton to Happylady1>:  haha... really super nature lahhhh but the fact is as time processing, the dotage will be .... go to a place (23:27:06)
51)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>:  hehehe (23:27:09)
52)<guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>:  of course! (23:27:13)
53)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>:  why? (23:27:20)
54)<guest_72875 to Blackpin>:  i don not know (23:27:29)
55)<guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>:  i like confident girls (23:27:35)
56)<Blackpin to guest_72875>:  just guess it (23:27:38)
57)<guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>:  like u (23:27:41)
58)<guest_sazio9u to girl4fri>:  hi, who u waiting for, young girl? (23:27:41)
59)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>:  just bes u are a salesman! (23:27:43)
60)<Happylady1 to M.Colton>:  that is heaven, boy, haha the place u dreamed since u born,
   haha (23:27:43)
61)<guest_54586 to SUNGIRL>:  hello! i like sun, beacuse i'm a sunboy. (23:27:49)
62)<guest_72875 to Blackpin>:  may be a boy (23:27:51)
63)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>:  thanks (23:28:05)
64)<Happylady1 to M.Colton>:  but i am not sure... is also ur place one day, hehe (23:28:09)
65)<guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>:  we are all salesman (23:28:10)
66)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>:  hot (23:28:10)
67)<guest_sazio9u to girl4fri>:  i just want to do sth for u (23:28:17)
68)<guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>: maybe you will be someday (23:28:28)
69)<Blackpin to guest_72875>: actually you know that (23:28:32)
70)<guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>: where u r now? (23:28:49)
71)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>: on the earth (23:28:58)
72)<M.Colton to Happylady1>: thank u for show me the dear heaven, but, i really do dream to there. (23:29:02)
73)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>: and u? (23:29:03)
74)<guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>: maybe on the sun! (23:29:12)
75)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>: en (23:29:18)
76)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>: maybe (23:29:22)
77)<guest_72875 to Blackpin>: you have girlfriend? (23:29:22)
78)<guest_5sozp9u to girl4fri>: i promise, the moon, i'll pick it down for u (23:29:24)
79)<guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>: you would say u come from sun (23:29:29)
80)<Juanzi to Blackpin>: hehe (23:29:32)
81)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>: yes (23:29:39)
82)<Juanzi to Blackpin>: you are still in your loving scene. (23:29:48)
83)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>: but now i am on earth (23:29:50)
84)<M.Colton to Happylady1>: hehe... when i go there u'd better welcome there (23:29:54)
85)<Happylady1 to M.Colton>: sure. wish one day we will meet in there hehe (23:30:01)
86)<guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>: why? (23:30:03)
87)<M.Colton to Happylady1>: welcome me there. (23:30:07)
88)<Blackpin to guest_72875>: girlfriend? you ask me do i have a girlfriend? (23:30:09)
89)<M.Colton to Happylady1>: ok? (23:30:09)
90)<guest_5sozp9u to girl4fri>: not, maybe we met before (23:30:15)
91)<guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>: you only wanna be cooler? (23:30:17)
92)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>: cool fool (23:30:24)
93)<M.Colton to Happylady1>: thank u much, my lovely granny! (23:30:32)
94)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>: just on the earth, there are human beings (23:30:41)
95)<guest_5sozp9u to girl4fri>: young girl, could u tell me who ur waiting for? (23:30:44)
96)<Happylady1 to M.Colton>: okay, it is late now... u know an aged need cant stand anymore la (23:30:46)
97)<guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>: i am the man u look for (23:30:46)
98)<guest_5sozp9u to girl4fri>: moon? (23:30:54)
99)<Happylady1 to M.Colton>: hey... i am not ur granny (23:30:55)
100)<guest_72875 to Blackpin>: yes you have? (23:30:56)
101)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>: wow (23:30:58)
102)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>: why? (23:31:01)
103)<guest_5sozp9u to girl4fri>: sunshine? (23:31:02)
104)<Blackpin to Juanzi>: i never know to forget this, is so hard for me. (23:31:05)
105)<guest_5ozp9u to girlfri>: or wind? (23:31:08)
106)<Blackpin to guest_72875>: no. (23:31:20)
107)<M.Colton to Happylady1>: at least in the dear heaven! (23:31:23)
108)<SUNGiRL to guest_56056>: concrete reasons (23:31:23)
109)<guest_5ozp9u to girl4fr>: not? (23:31:27)
110)<Juanzi to Blackpin>: hehe (23:31:32)
111)<SUNGiRL to guest_56056>: :) (23:31:33)
112)<guest_56056 to SUNGiRL>: maybe i can give you some warm heart (23:31:34)
113)<guest_5ozp9u to girl4fr>: so sorry (23:31:36)
114)<guest_72875 to Blackpin>: why (23:31:43)
115)<SUNGiRL to guest_56056>: i have now (23:31:47)
116)<guest_56056 to SUNGiRL>: sure?? (23:31:55)
117)<SUNGiRL to guest_56056>: i can keep for urself (23:31:58)
118)<SUNGiRL to guest_56056>: en (23:32:06)
119)<Blackpin to Juanzi>: just leave it to my friend--time (23:32:07)
120)<guest_5ozp9u to girl4fr>: i like to do sth for u, but... (23:32:08)
121)<Happylady1 to M.Colton>: i have only one grandson in here (23:32:09)
122)<SUNGiRL to guest_56056>: sure (23:32:10)
123)<SUNGiRL to guest_56056>: u (23:32:17)
124)<M.Colton to Happylady1>: well, it is a pleasant chatting with u tonight, haha (23:32:29)
125)<guest_56056 to SUNGiRL>: me? (23:32:33)
126)<Blackpin to guest_72875>: so many reason (23:32:48)
127)<SUNGiRL to guest_56056>: u can keep for urself (23:32:48)
128)<SUNGiRL to guest_56056>: sorry (23:32:50)
129)<Juanzi to Blackpin>: ok (23:32:51)
130)<Happylady1 to M.Colton>: but u can be his friend, then his friends all are my grandson. i treat them same la, hehe (23:32:52)
131)<Juanzi to Blackpin>: it's late. (23:32:54)
132)<M.Colton to Happylady1>: look, it is near to mid-night... (23:32:55)
133)<guest_56056 to SUNGiRL>: how old r u now? (23:32:58)
134)<Happylady1 to M.Colton>: yeah. me too, see u. goodnight (23:33 03)
135)<Juanzi to Blackpin>: you'd better go to bed. (23:33:04)
136)<guest_5ozp9u to girl4fr>: seems i once met u, and another, u must very smart (23:33:17)
137)<M.Colton to Happylady1>: good night, granny! (23:33:18)
138)<guest_56056 to SUNGiRL>: a piece of cake (23:33:18)
139)<SUNGiRL to guest_56056>: impolite little boy! (23:33:19)
140)<guest_72875 to Blackpin>: what is reason? (23:33:22)
141)<guest_56056 to SUNGiRL>: sorry (23:33:27)
142)<SUNGiRL to guest_56056>: xixi (23:33:33)
143)<Blackpin to Juanzi>: i don't want to (23:33:42)
144)<Guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>: but you r a Chinese now, not a foreigner (23:33:49)
145)<Juanzi to Blackpin>: hehe (23:33:50)
146)<SUNGIRL to Roger>: sorry,i am busy (23:33:53)
147)<Juanzi to Blackpin>: then what do you want to? (23:33:56)
148)<SUNGIRL to Guest_56056>: yes (23:34:03)
149)<Blackpin to Guest_72875>: i love someone who i shouldn't love (23:34:08)
150)<Guest_5sozp9u to girl4fri>: i promise, if u tell me ur english name, once u used on line, i'll know (23:34:15)
151)<Blackpin to Juanzi>: stay up (23:34:15)
152)<SUNGIRL to Guest_56056>: i am sure i am older than u (23:34:16)
153)<Guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>: maybe you will go abroad, won't u? (23:34:25)
154)<Guest_72875 to Blackpin>: what is mean (23:34:32)
155)<Guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>: maybe (23:34:32)
156)<Guest_5sozp9u to girl4fri>: i believe i will know (23:34:37)
157)<SUNGIRL to Guest_56056>: if i have chance,i will (23:34:49)
158)<Blackpin to Guest_72875>: actually it's a long story (23:34:52)
159)<SUNGIRL to Guest_56056>: and u? (23:34:57)
160)<Guest_5sozp9u to girl4fri>: u ?confuse by me? (23:35:02)
161)<Guest_72875 to Blackpin>: can you tell me (23:35:11)
162)<Guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>: how do you deal with your man then? (23:35:18)
163)<SUNGIRL to Guest_56056>: my man? (23:35:29)
164)<Guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>: if you go abroad? (23:35:34)
165)<Juanzi to Blackpin>: hehe (23:35:38)
166)<Guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>: bf (23:35:38)
167)<Guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>: husband (23:35:44)
168)<Juanzi to Blackpin>: you haven't classes tomorrow? (23:35:48)
169)<Guest_72875 to Blackpin>: i really want to know (23:35:48)
170)<SUNGIRL to Guest_56056>: i want to go with him (23:35:56)
171)<Blackpin to Guest_72875>: i've fallen in love with my teacher: (23:35:57)
172)<Guest_54586 to SUNGIRL>: hi sungirl, i'm sunboy!!! (23:36:23)
173)<Blackpin to Juanzi>: no, i have. (23:36:08)
174)<Juanzi to Blackpin>: then how can you get up? (23:36:20)
175)<SUNGIRL to Guest_54586>: sorry, i am busy now (23:36:08)
176)<Guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>: if he do not want, then what? (23:36:25)
177)<Juanzi to Blackpin>: actually, it's a nonsense (23:36:35)
178)<Girl4fri to Guest_5sozp9u>: u must be wrong! (23:36:36)
179)<Blackpin to Juanzi>: my alarm will force me up (23:36:38)
180)<SUNGIRL to Guest_56056>: hahaha (23:36:40)
181)<Juanzi to Blackpin>: forget it (23:36:40)
182)<guest_5sozp9u to girlfri>: if i am wrong, i will fly away (23:36:44)
183)<SUN GIRL to guest_56056>: i dont know now (23:36:48)
184)<Blackpin to Juanzi>: what's nonsense (23:36:53)
185)<guest_72875 to Blackpin>: it is romantic i think (23:36:54)
186)<Blackpin to guest_72875>: romantic? (23:37:07)
187)<SUN GIRL to guest_56056>: hahahaha (23:37:28)
188)<guest_5sozp9u to girlfri>: oh, yeah, a night butterfly? (23:37:31)
189)<guest_56056 to SUN GIRL>: a red @—– (23:37:42)
190)<Blackpin to guest_72875>: you never know what i feel. (23:37:49)
191)< 【ACTION】 SUN GIRL pointing to the nose of guest_56056, smiling (23:37:59)
192)<guest_56056 to SUN GIRL>: y not to accept my rose? (23:38:00)
193)<guest_56056 to SUN GIRL>: ???? (23:38:10)
194)<Juanzi to Blackpin>: just means rubbish (23:38:13)
195)<SUN GIRL to guest_56056>: !!!!! (23:38:15)
196)<guest_5sozp9u to girlfri>: sorry, i am going (23:38:19)
197)<SUN GIRL to guest_56056>: too many (23:38:27)
198)<Roger to lovelyrose9988>: i (23:38:29)
199)<SUN GIRL to guest_56056>: no vice (23:38:32)
200)<SUN GIRL to guest_56056>: flower bottle (23:38:46)
201)<guest_56056 to SUN GIRL>: only wanna make you happy (23:38:48)
202)<Blackpin to Juanzi>: well, you see what i chat with that girl? (23:38:49)
203)<guest_5sozp9u to girlfri>: sorry to bother u, girl, by a way ,why u say me sir? (23:38:49)
204)<guest_76829 to SUN GIRL>: yes (23:38:56)
205)<SUN GIRL to guest_56056>: i am happy now (23:39:02)
206)<SUN GIRL to guest_76829>: sorry, i am busy now (23:39:15)
207)<guest_56056 to SUN GIRL>: maybe you have too many man to send you flowers (23:39:24)
208)<Blackpin to guest_72875>: tell me sth about you, may i? (23:39:32)
209)<guest_72875 to Blackpin>: sorry I had to go see you tomorrow night (23:39:35)
211)<Juanzi to Blackpin>: i don't know (23:39:39)
212)<guest_56056 to SUN GIRL>: wanna be one of them (23:39:42)
213)<Blackpin to guest_72875>: are you married? (23:39:44)
214)<guest_56056 to SUN GIRL>: give me a chance (23:39:52)
215)<guest_56056 to SUN GIRL>: maybe (23:40:01)
216)<Blackpin to Juanzi>: so why you say what i said is nonsense? (23:40:01)
217)<SUN GIRL to guest_56056>: interesting boy (23:40:05)
218)<SUN GIRL to guest_56056>: :) (23:40:12)
219)<guest_72875 to Blackpin>: bye (23:40:14)
220)<Juanzi to Blackpin>: i said my words but not yours. (23:40:16)
221)<Juanzi to Blackpin>: hehe:) (23:40:17)
222)<Roger to Blackpin>: u like listening to “Blackpin”? (23:40:27)
223)<Juanzi to Blackpin>: you are misunderstood. (23:40:27)
224)<Blackpin to Juanzi>: ic. (23:40:28)
225)<guest_56056 to SUNGIRL>: you r stem too much (23:40:37)
226)<Blackpin to Juanzi>: yes, silly i am (23:40:42)
227)<Juanzi to Blackpin>: so, i have to down. (23:40:55)
228)<SUNGIRL to guest_56056>: stem? (23:41:02)
229)<Blackpin to guest_72075>: byebye (23:41:06)
230)<Juanzi to Blackpin>: i have to write the article. (23:41:07)
231)<Blackpin to Juanzi>: ok. (23:41:17)
232)<Juanzi to Blackpin>: otherwise, i have to waste a day. (23:41:18)
233)<Juanzi to Blackpin>: bye (23:41:20)
234)<** Signoff Juanzi (23:41:23)

Appendix B

Alamak Chat #SG (Singapore)

235) [tiger7] winnie22 this coming tues
236) [fly_away] divlady: nothing..
237) [jassygurl14] halo
238) [winnie22] tiger jie, how long u will stay at KL??
239) * fly_away sighz
240) * divlady tiger 🌺 🌺 🌺 🌺 me biz in pm 🤞
241) [bibi] ciao liao byebye n take care
242) *** Signoff bibi (161.142.3).
243) [sonu] what do u do now days?
244) [tiger7] me gonna b there for a short while niah winnie22
245) * fly_away 📨 Y ON EARTH PPLE ALWAYS WAN TO MAINTAIN THEIR criteria
            for future partner? expectations? 🤔
246) [winnie22] tiger jie....tot u will stay KL for few days
247) [tiger7] its ok lah divlady we all know u have lotsa pm ......u very
       busy lady in here lor.../hahaha
248) [tiger7] nope winnie22
249) [winnie22] tiger7, next time when u come to KL we meet loh!
250) [cosy_guy] hmm ... wat u mean?
251) * divlady tiger 🌺 🌺
252) fly_away 🌺
253) [winnie22] tiger jie, somemore, my final exam start on 29 March leh
254) [james] hi dlaila
255) [male38] any open minded singaporean woman who is 25 to 45 , who is single or dirovce
       wanna to chat, pls msg me
256) [fly_away] div leh? WEL..i need entertainment ley.....
257) * fly_away sianz
258) [cool_boy] james get out
259) [tiger7] wah winnie22 ....u always so busy when i go KL. wan
260) [tiger7] angdao CHIO BU bo tarbor sian u har ....mai so sianz leh
261) * divlady flyaway ok wat u wanna tok ab ...can we tok in msn
262) [glow] hihihii
263) [winnie22] tiger jie....i also dunno leh..but,after May i will be free
264) [fly_away] tiger CHIO BU: tarbor sian me? or i sian them? 🤔
265) [lonely_girl] is there any lesbian to chat wit me?
266) [cool_boy] hi jassygurl
267) [fly_away] divlady u toking to who in MSN? dat tarbor..ASK HIM COME IN LET ME
DEESIAO LEY. damn bored
268) [tiger7] ic winnie22
269) [eline] any one wat 2 chat with ah g
270) [tiger7] oh yea eh... forgot hor .... u r the famous tiko angdao CHIO BU wor...
271) * fly_away to tears liao... someone so
272) [Apple] i'm back.. pc ganna dc sorry
273) * divlady flyaway not him lar... tink he go
274) [cool_boy] can i call u jass
275) [fly_away] ya lor. me tiko lar... but instead always kanna tiko but tarbor.. whahaha
276) [DoubleFace] Hi everybody
277) [fly_away] divlady den who?
278) [fly_away] DF
279) [cool_boy] or jess
280) * divlady flyaway toking to rose n another chatter
281) [tiger7] DF
282) [cool_boy] jass/jess
283) [DoubleFace] Hi baobei, redbean, tiger7, divlady
284) [cool_boy] luv u divlady
285) * divlady DF
286) [DoubleFace] Hi divlady how are you?
287) [jassygurl14] hi
288) * divlady cool boy luv me. but i dun even noe u
289) * divlady DF m fine thx
290) [fly_away] Y BO LANG LOVE ME? THE ONE WHO LOVE ME give me so much problems....
291) [cosy_guy] /, sg LustyJasmine hello!
292) [UKman] anyone for chat in english?
293) [tiger7] divlady u sure got many heart
294) [Janis] ♥ FLY AWAYYYYYYYYYYY
295) * fly_away beri difficult...
296) * divlady flyaway heart
297) [fly_away] Janis....
298) [SkyVYoDKa] arlowz semua
299) [UKman] bill, u sound english, is dat rite?
300) * divlady tiger u sure bo i got many heart
301) [tiger7] wah angdao CHIO BU u got two liao leh
302) [DoubleFace] fly_away then I Love U
303) [Bill] fly away... if no one loves you... how can you say that the one who loves you is giving
you so many problems

304) [tiger7] valor divladyl...so far oni that cool boy said it in main niah... 😂
305) [Bill] I haven't yet spoken and you say I sound English
306) * divladyl tiger  ❤️
307) [fly_away] tiger: 2 nia? not enaff.. 😅
308) [cool_boy] can i just b your friend divladyl
309) [fly_away] Coke
310) [tiger7] coke welcome back
311) [Apple] ok
312) [UKman] Hi! to new people
313) [tiger7] ❤️ divladyl
314) * divladyl tiger but how u noe many ❤️ here
315) [sonu] isha r u talking to someone else are u deceiving him?
316) [UKman] its your nickname Bill
317) [Bill] what art is this by which you can divine that i sound english even in the absence of my having ever spoken anything which could be described in this way
318) [tiger7] divladyl cos u r the one & oni divladyl here maha....
319) [Janis] ❤️ divladyl, tiger7, fly_away
320) [tiger7] wah angdao CHIO BU two not enuff??? wa bo leh
321) [SkyYVoDKa] anyone up for a chat.?....guy here
322) * fly_away found entertainment liao & look @ tiger chio bu
323) [UKman] By your speal you are english, without doubt
324) [divladyl] janis  ❤️
325) [fly_away] tiger chio bu: u bo? dats ur GOOD LUCK... men=trouble 😂
326) [tiger7] ❤️ Janis
327) * divladyl daryl ❤️tiger
328) * divladyl tiger  ❤️
329) [tiger7] 🛑angdao CHIO BU
330) [CGz] wahhhhh
331) [fly_away] daryl ❤️tiger? & giggles
332) [fly_away] where is my FUN?! 😈
333) [tiger7] ❤️ daryl
334) [Janis] TIONGGGGGOGGGG 🛑
335) [TiongNotOps_k] 🛑 miss fly_away, tiger7, Sherry, Janis 🛑
336) [sonu] isha r u there.
337) [tiger7] tiong 🛑
338) [Skerry] tiong 🛑
339) [tiger7] CG mai wah lah..join us
340) * divladyl tiger yes daryl is beside me
341) [TiongNotOps_k] 🛑 Skerry 🛑
342)[Janis] TIONGGGGGGGGGGGG
343)[sonu] isha whom r u taling to?
344)* fly_away tiong 😕
345)* fly_away damn 😕
346)[tiger7] 🙄→荑 dun be sleepy.. fly_away!!!
347)[fly_away] tiger 🤧 i see..den u go tok.. 😝maybe i go 😝 soon..
348)[tiger7] then me alone... 😓
349)* flyaway is ok still can tok 2 u b4 u go 😕
350)[UKman] Come on Bill dont keep us in suspense
351)[DoubleFace] HI CG and Skerry
352)* divlady how come 2nite got 2 chatter i dun even noe say to❤️ me
353)[UKman] or suspense
354)[TiongNotOps_k] 😝
355)[Skerry] hi doubleface
356)[tiger7] divlady told u liao mah...u really popular here wat... the ONE & ONLY fly_away 😝
357)[Apple] ok
358)* fly_away 😝
359)[CGz] ???
360)* fly_away look @ her icq.
361)*** NoNo (202.156.2) Singapore / Welcome!!!!
362)*** Signoff TiongNotOps_k (192.169.41).
363)[Skerry] 😝
364)[AndrewLight] 🍑 NoNo buddy
365)[Janis] 💒 Spouse 😝
366)[YanaSayang] bye
367)*** Signoff YanaSayang (220 255 17).
368)[fly_away] NoNo: i no FIAK with u b4 DONT MISS OUR FIAK okie? 😝
369)[AndrewLight] Tiko fly_away meizzz U greeted me just now liao lah
370)[Sherrine] NoNo
371)[DoubleFace] CGz why soan
372)[gal_24] guy25 u stil there?
373)[CGz] hahaha
374)[NoNo] wahaha miss our fiak ?? err WA MAI wor lolx
375)[CGz] nothing lah
376)[fly_away] hunkie boy: me mai oso.. 😝
377)[Kaoru] Bye AL, CGz and tiger7
378)[CGz] play game
DF as well
bye Kaoru
CGz have u finish ur cos already
Yo sherrine
byeKaoru
haven
CGz y?
divlady nono son
fly_away hunkie boy these weeks DIE where liao? SMS oso no reply..
goOfy @ ard
divlady brb go bath daryl
tiger7 @@ goofy
so late den bath kid? divlady_siao huh
Hasayaki Hasayaki Yi duo xiao ye ju , Ying feng yao ying jiao xiao
mei li shi wo siang qi ni ....
yoyo
NOOOOOOOOOOOOOGOOOOO
hi...AL...divlady.....angdao...tiger7....Goory....
dennie
helo...janis
sits in corner & drinks lemonade
dennie
fly_away KNH..bo reply my question ......si lang hunkie boy.. HNG
wat question ?
dennie
KNN...M-U lost 2-1 now
KNN..bo reply my question .....si lang hunkie boy.. HNG
KNN..bo reply my question .....si lang hunkie boy.. HNG
what question ?
dennie
angdao CHIO BU that hunkie boy har....must b really busy lor....
hunkie boy I ASKING U DIE WHERE LIAO THESE PAST WEEKS . I SMS U
OSO NO REPLY.. esp my RA sms...
Janis watching soccer match also ??
AL.....sing kao tai tonite??
think so.he no entertain me COS ME NOT CHIO BU.WTF
ang dao i busy playin game lor
hunkie boy PLAY UR SI LANG TAO..I TOT U DIE WHERE LIAO!
hunkie boy PLAY UR SI LANG TAO..I TOT U DIE WHERE LIAO!
angdao CHIO BU ic.. me oso not CHIO BU mah thats y he oso bo hew me liao
what u mean ?
Signoff Sherrine (203.124.2) (go watch tv liaoaz).

[tiger: he shy lah..]

[Janis leh ?]

[NOONO]

[son] hi isha can u visit here?

[busy play game also wrong meh ??]

[si hunkie boy i tot u real busy dats y bo date u go makan..KAOZ]

[TALK! anybody?]

* @ tiger chio bu

.then angdao CHIO BU me the wan bu yao lian lor

[JANISS darling]

[you dun understand hokkien???? kao tai mean sing song lor...]

[BB mei]

[BB.....Skerry]

[PLAY GAME!!!!! free eh mai play siao bo]

[y like dat say? me os SHY wat..]

[Ohhhh dennie .. bo lah...sing for fun nia mah ......boring leh]

[hunkie boy: FREE ONE?]

[dennie] hi.....BB.....Skerry

[angdao CHIO BU u shy one lor.....but very tiko]

[Cutie... but sweetie going soon lor.. she no said again ah.. mm ?]

[Hi sonuu!!]

[Hi etc...]

[pretty told u lao if sweetie sad again dat say. i envy u]

[pretty how r u? havent seen ya for awhile]

[Free online rpg game lahz .]

[@ @ tiger7...WAT?! ME SHY? *looks @ her own foot*]

[angdao CHIO BU]

[Cutie... but sweetie going soon lor.. she no said again ah.. mm ?]

[Hi sonuu!!]

[CGz] makan?????!??!!

[hunkie boy: on ur si lang tao diet. diet si mi lar..kaoz..]

[NoNo on diet meh..thot u recently went out makan with daebean they all at BB]

[CGz] how come flyaway mei no jio me go makan????!

[mai poke me.. lolz..mai laun poke..later pain!]

[is ok pretty she going off lao]

[pretty u help also teasing melah]

[ang dao i got 9 more months to my hot bod ler ....]

[tiger jie. I am fine :) this weekend busy with play game.. how are you??]
[fly away] CG jie: dat grp of chatter not ur type lar. 😂
[pippi] Hi AL!!!!!!
[C'Giz] uce who???
[unned] bye AL... nono... divlady.... Skerry... pippi... tiger7...
[tiger7] me fine oslo lor pippi mei... me having my one week break now...
[fly away] hunkie boy KNN... play ur head...
[unned] bye BB
[NoNo] eatin breakfast and diet 2 different thingy
[Skerry] dennie
[fly away] CGjie tiger they all lor.
[unned]
[fly away] dennie
[AndrewLight] who is unned unned = dennie har?
[tiger7] huh angdao CHIO BU how can say we r not the kinda ppl for CG eh....
[NoNo] ang dao u use VULGAR on me again, i shall ignore u
[CGiz] uce so farrrrrrr rite?
[tiger7] wanna @@ CG leh
[CGiz] west side rite?
[Baobei (219 95 153)] has left location Singapore
[pippi] Cutie... no lah... I not teasing you... but curious lor... you don't wanna talk about it then we don't lor;
[fly away] tiger cos u all bo cheong & eat alot... dat Y not CG type of kakis wor... WE TOK

COCK TYPE diam diam TALK Kna bo eat. 😂
[fly away] THREATEN ME AGAIN....
[tiger7] 😋 i c
[tiger7] sigh too bad lor....
[fly away] mai hiew hunkie boy 1st DIAM DIAM BULLY ME 😜
[Baobei (219 95 153)] Singapore / Welcome!!!!
[tiger7] CG we meet at city area lor
[NoNo] ya ya i ALWAYS bully u go ahead
[Skerry] 😋
[gal_24] joe u r gd lookin....
[Chris] hi
[fly away] Y hunkie boy so jumpy tonite...
[DoubleFace] o
[tiger7] wah this NoNo in bad mood eh...
(fly_away) Chris?

(tiger7) [angdao CHIO BU he oledy bo hew me liao

(fly_away) he bad mood? SHIT I BETTER SIAM B4 I DIE IN HIS HANDS...

(tiger7) mai deesiao him..if not he really bo hew u

* fly_away

* tiger7 nod

(Jams) NONOOOOOOOO in bad mood

(tiger7) huh how come all say that NoNo in bad mood eh

(NoNo) WHY PPL LIKE TO ASSUME THINGS WHEN! DUN MEAN IT!!!!

(divlady) flyaway u mean u miss chris ar?

(tiger7) SIGH!!!!!!

[AndrewLight] wondering why jans ignoring my msg leh ...hmmmm

[tiger7] me oso leh divlady how come dun ask m eeh

(fly_away) no bad mood will threaten me? ...hardly ley..lolz

(tiger7) NoNo really miss daryl????

(AndrewLight) NoNo what happen ????

(fly_away) div like S-T-U-D my SOLE entertainment wor...

(Chris) hello divlady

(melvino) the divine lady

(tiger7) AL u too L E C H lah

(NoNo) KNN wanna KPO also choose the right time kauozz

(Jams) melvinoooooooooooooo

(AndrewLight) am I lech???? I didnt do anything lah...puizzz

(melvino) the jans 4 lee

(tiger7) hey AL b more H Y G I E N I C plz, anyhow puizzz hor

(tiger7) CG y hehe wat eh

(tiger7) CG where is that ahlian eh

(tiger7) mel kim

(AndrewLight) whatts the Problem now ?????

(fly_away) oso flower heart wor..i always bio YAN DAOs...

(CGz) nothinggggg

(tiger7) hi chris i m not talking abt u

(CGz) ahlian. bz somewhere i think

* tiger7 CG

(Chris) its ok

(tiger7) & sits quietly in corner

(fly_away) okie...mai raise voices here & there..come..come to my PM..i COMFORT U...

(CGz) wahahah flyaway meii. ahaa

(Skerry) lover
491) [fly away] Chris? 😊😊
492) [tiger?] 🙄🙄
493) [tiger?] angdao CHIO BU he oledy bo hew me liao
494) [fly away] he bad mood? SHIT I BETTER SIAM B4 I DIE IN HIS HANDS.. 😒
495) [tiger?] mai deesiao him if not he really bo hew u
496) * fly away
497) * tiger7 nod
498) [Janis] NONOOOOOOOOO in bad mood
499) [tiger?] huh how come all say that NoNo in bad mood eh
500) [NoNo] WHY PPL LIKE TO ASSUME THINGS WHENI DUN MEAN IT!!!!
501) * divlady flyaway u mean u miss chris ar?
502) [tiger?] SIGH!!!!!
503) [AndrewLight] wondering why janis ignoring my msg leh 😐....hmmm
504) [tiger7] me oso leh divlady how come dun ask m eeh
505) [fly away] no bad mood will threaten me? 😔....hardly leh...lolz.
506) [tiger7] NoNo really miss dary! ????
507) [AndrewLight] NoNo what happen ????
508) [fly away] div: 🌚 like S-T-U-D 🌚my SOLE entertainment wor.. 😊
509) [Chris] hello divlady
510) [melvino] the divine lady
511) [tiger7] AL u too L E C H lah
512) [NoNo] KNN wanna KPO also choose the right time kazioooz
513) [Janis] 🙁 melvino000000000000
514) [AndrewLight] am I lech???? I didnt do anything lah...pUizzzz
515) [melvino] the janis 'lee
516) [tiger7] hey AL b more HYGIENIC plz, anyhow puizzz hor
517) [tiger7] CG y hehe wat eh
518) [tiger7] CG where is that ahlbian eh
519) [a beb] melkorr 😊😊
520) [AndrewLight] whaths the Problem now ?????
521) * fly away oso flower heart wor i always bio YAN DAOs.. 😋
522) [CGz] nothinggggg
523) [tiger7] hi chris i m not talking abt u
524) [CGz] ahlbian bz somewhere i think
525) * tiger7 🌚 CG
526) [Chris] its ok
527) [tiger7] 😴& sits quietly in corner
528) [fly away] okie.. mai raise voices here & there. come..come to my PM..i COMFORT U.. 😓
529) [CGz] wahhahah flyaway merr ahaha
530) [Skerry] 🌚over
531) [tiger7] @@ angdao CHIO BU
532) [CGz] tiger met roy for supper the other day har?
533)* fly_away 😞
534) [AndrewLight] did I do anything wrong ????? 😊
535) [tiger7] huh CG?
536) [Skerry] 😞
537)* tiger7 @@ skerry/madder?
538) [fly_away] wah lau. Y ALL LAFF AT ME? WATS WRONG FOR ME TO COMFORT TARBORS?! 😞
539) [tiger7] oops
540)* tiger7 @@ skerry 🤔?
541)* divlady 😏 is tis chris i nee one?
542)* tiger7 shakes head
543)* CGz tot a few weeks ago.. tiger went supper?? no.. or i see wrong person???
544) ** Chris (203.125.95) has left location Singapore
545) [Skerry] tiger. cos i keep receiving sms .. 😕
546) [fly_away] divlady: dont think its Chris lah..
547) [tiger7] oic skerry.. gd wat got ppl sms u mah... y u cry leh
548) [Skerry] 😕 tiger not good
549) [melvino] zzzz
550)* fly_away waiting for beloved to SMS me.. HE DIE DIE OSO MAI SMS me.. 😒
551) [tiger7] skerry me bo sms wan... 😞
552) [tiger7] wah angdao CHIO BU y ya beloved die die mai sms u leh
553) [fly_away] aiyow. REAL entertainment lai liao divlady..
554) [Skerry] ehh.. beloved is hwo. lover?
555) ** es (202.156.2) has left location Singapore
556) [Skerry] = ) @ tiger
557)* divlady flyaway dun 😏 lar.. me just sms u got recieve bo
558) [Skerry] belingal 🤷 hi
559) [tiger7] skerry y no gd leh...
560) tiger7 / clap happy
561) [fly_away] divlady: 😏 yeah.. i got ur SMS.. thanks.. hehe
562) [tiger7] c; lap
563) [Skerry] tiger. long story lor.
564) [BelinGal] hi to NoNo, Skerry, Div, goofy, Melvino, tiger7
565) ** cutebear (202.156.2) Singapore / Welcome!!!
566) [tiger7] yeah show time
567)* CGz / zzzz
568) [NoNo] 🐺 belingal
569)* divlady 🐺 belingal
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605) [Shakamaker] nobody wants my meat
606) [Sketchy_Unit] omg, shaka!
607) [MAIYA] *LOL*
608) [Sandokan] I like like pasta w rag?..(classic!)ith
609) [MAIYA] will have it Shaka
610) [HSVChick] well i'd have to take a temperature reading of that sketch to make
sure it is fit for sale
611) [HSVChick] Haha there u go Shaka, offers already :) 
612) [Shakamaker] would you like a bun with that Maiya?
613) [MAIYA] so where will ya stick the thermometre for the reading HSV LOL
614) [MAIYA] yes pls Shaka
615) [Sketchy_Unit] new pic <--------
616) [Shakamaker] it's ready come and get it
617) [HSVChick] hahaha it's a nice pointy one too Maiya :p
618) * HSVChick laughs, Hmm i think maybe not Sketch.....
619) [HSVChick] but u know curiositty 'll get the better of me
620) [MAIYA] *goes and gets it*
621) [Sketchy_Unit] just look u idiot, its not a bad one
622) [MAIYA] Just couldnt resist looking
623) * HSVChick raises an eyebrow* dont u two go makin a mess around here....
624) *** fred (202.133.99) Australia / G'day mate! Grab a VB and throw another
prawn on the barbie!!!
625) [Shakamaker] that's an old pic sketch
626) [fred] hiiliiiiiiiii
627) [MAIYA] is a gd pic HSV
628) [Sketchy_Unit] shush i know it is, i dont have ne new ones
629) [HSVChick] hahaha *slaps sketch* i'm not dumb 1
630) [HSVChick] it's still a new link to me  *clicks*
631) [HSVChick] i've new pics in my cam i'll get around to developin n scanmin em
632) [Shakamaker] well i have seen that one
633) *** ImHre4RolePlay is now known as RolePlayChic
634) *** Signoff RolePlayChic (198.81.26).
635) [Sandokan] Without my english dictionary I'm finished!!! I give you a nice bye! good chat!
636) [fred] wanna talk, anybody free???
637) [HSVChick] Hey I've seen dat one but i'm not sure i like it, ur nt wearing my hat sketch *L.*
638) [Sketchy_Unit] lol okay then
639) [HSVChick] ciao Sandokan
640][Sandokan] WoW u speak Italian?
641)[Shakamaker] would you like fries with that MAIYA *
642)* HSVChick speaks very little italian :P
643)[MAIYA] oh yes pls Chris
644)[HSVChick] I hope ur service comes with a smile Shuka :=)
645)[Sandokan] only ciao?
646)[Shakamaker] ummm no is it meant to
647)[MAIYA] use to date an Italian
648)[HSVChick] um and a couple of other stupid words *L* la finestra if porta hahaha um crap
   from yr 7 at school
649)[MAIYA] *slaps Shaka till he smiles*
650)[HSVChick] yes
651)[HSVChick] hahaha
652)[Shakamaker] fine then i am taking my burger and going
653)[Sandokan] Ciao!
654)[fred] why so silent!
655)[HSVChick] i have a red freddo Maiya :=)
656)[ddwizzard] hello all*
657)[Shakamaker] WIZZZZZZZZ
658)[Sketchy_Unit] FIZZ
659)[MAIYA] yummymmy HSV
660)[fred] hellooooooooooooooo!
661)[MAIYA] Hey dd :O
662)[HSVChick] Hiya ddwizzard!! :p damn musta been weeks since i've seen ya *L.*
663)[ddwizzard] arghhhhh!
664)[HSVChick] yeah i used to have freddos in the car on the way to work for breakfast *L.*
665)[Shakamaker] but they would melt being in the car
666)[ddwizzard] whats happening? msn in stuffed up i can't keep in there for some shit reason!
667)[MAIYA] Yay for chocolate
668)[ddwizzard] arghhhhhha!
669)[MAIYA] msn is fine
670)[HSVChick] nup cause i eat em too fast Shaka. stop at the servo, get the petrol, get the
   freddos :)
671)[HSVChick] ACK who needs msn for *L.*
672)* Shakamaker's msn is working
673)[Sketchy_Unit] msn is working also
674)[HSVChick] msn can bite me
675)[Sketchy_Unit] can i bite u
676)[HSVChick] haha hmm maybe
677)[Sketchy_Unit] nah, got a bf
678) [Shakamaker] hmmm? oooohh is dat ya bf sketch?
679) [HSVChick] yeah but he's happy with the xbox right now *L.*
680) [acer] hi everyone!
681) [Shakamaker] ooppss sorry misread that
682) [ddwizz] stupid computer is giving me shits dammit!
683) *** sxcthang (#165.228.133#) Australia / 'G'day mate! Grab a VB and throw another prawn on the barbie!!!
684) [MAIYA] is gonna go watch CSI
685) [HSVChick] haha u thought in his pic Shaka? *LOL*
686) * sxcthang is 😊
687) [ddwizz] keeps kicking me.. smash at man
688) [Shakamaker] noooo he said ‘got a bf’ and i thought he meant he had a bf
689) * ddwizz 🐠 sxct helo there
690) * Sketchy_Unit will put a pic of HSV for every1 to see.
691) [sxcthang] hey dd 🐠 🐠
692) [HSVChick] ack, everyones seen my pic SketchyUnit was SXC for the fun of it... *
693) [HSVChick] besides they're all shit and way old *L.* i cant even get a new one of my car complete with spoiler yet, until i wash it anyways haha
694) [Shakamaker] hmmm
695) *** Signoff MAIYA (219.89.4).
696) * sxcthang notices tha she has no buffer *pouts*
697) * HSVChick 🐠 SXC for the fun of it...
698) [Shakamaker] Howdy Josie
699) [Sketchy_Unit] 🌸 josie
700) * sxcthang 🌸 HSV for the fun of it
701) [HSVChick] uhh brb
702) [josc] hiya chris, hiya sketchy
703) *** aussie_ere (203.54.167) /'G'day mate! Grab a VB and throw another prawn on the barbie!!!
704) [sxcthang] JOSIE
705) [josc] hiya sxc
706) [aussie_ere] hi gals
707) dddwizz /poke josie
708) * dwwizz 🐠
709) * HSVChick returns....
710) [HSVChick] o.k. attempts the whole / pic thing
711) [josc] hey wizz
712) * HSVChick *
713) [HSVChick] Yay *L.*
714) [josie] oh dear, she's a little hottie... where'd I put the mop n bucket?
715) [HSVChick] hahaha thanks josie :p Sketch taught me how to put a pic link up)
716][aussie_ere] any gals im m from nsw aust any gals wanna chat?
717][jesie] ah yoww isn't Sketch all helpful
718][HSVChick] yeah but now i have to go :(
719][jesie] lol see ya
720][sxc_thang alkdfjkaksjdf
721][** ptm (169.71.50) Australia / G'day mate! Grab a VB and throw another prawn on the barbie!!!
722] [ptm] i am board
723][HSVChick] uhh i'm gettin in trouble *L* BYE!!!
724][*** Signoff HSVChick (210.50.217).
725][ptm] HI CAN SOME1 TELL ME WHAT TIME IT IS IN AUSS?
726][ptm] any1
727][ptm] plz
728][sxc_thang] its 6:10pm
729][Shakamaker] 7:10pm
730][*** Jeenius (202.163.124) Australia / G'day mate! Grab a VB and throw another prawn on the barbie!!!
731][ptm] 6/7 ????
732][ptm] which l
733][Jeenius] slides in.........
734][Jeenius] hnmnmnm
735][jbr_69er] it is 7:10 pm
736][ptm] thx for ur msg, jbr_69er
737][sxc_thang] PTM in different states in australia have diff' times
738][ptm] sorry
739][ptm] thank you
740][Shakamaker] 4:10pm isnt it
741][ptm] ok which state you at
742][jbr_69er] no prob
743][sxc_thang] me im in queensland
744][*** Signoff Shakamaker (144.138.48).
745][sxc_thang] GTG BRB
746][*** Signoff sxc_thang (#165.228.133#).  
747][*** KLF (203.185.231) Australia / G'day mate! Grab a VB and throw another prawn on the barbie!!!
748][Sketchy_Unit] KLF is a unit
749][KLF] Hey Sketch
750][Sketchy_Unit] was up
751][KLF] not much and you?
752][KLF] Tuesday (210.186.209).
What's Tuesday doing here on a Sunday?

* ddwizz UhOh (P150.101.135#/) Australia / G'day mate! Grab a VB and throw another prawn on the barbie!!

* ddwizz UhOh

[ptm] hungry

[UhOh] rawr *L*

[ptm] or tasty?

[ptm] what do you guys talk about here?

* shrugs* @ ptm

[ptm] no answer?

[UhOh] 😅

[ptm] do you guys say anything exiting?

* ddwizz UhOh wake up

[ptm] any twins here?

[ptm] triplets?

[ptm] you guys dont say much

* ddwizz my testicles are twins!

[ptm] shena

[UhOh] no waking up, actually wait, i need to wake up so i can workkkkk

[ptm] no actually one is bigger than the other if you take a goo look

* ddwizz cant bend close enough! and got bad eyes!

[ptm] do you not have a mirror or better yet a gP?

[ptm] lol

[ptm] ?

[ptm] ??

[ptm] ???

[ptm] why so silent?????

[ptm] say something!!!!

[fred] hi ptm

*** Signoff cherry (219.93.6).

[ptm] cherry falls

[fred] ptm i say hello

[ptm] any1

[ptm] hi fred

[fred] where r u, ptm?

[ptm] you are the one neo?

[fred] yes

[ptm] i'm in london, and u?

[fred] china, here is malaysia
788) [ptm] this is australia
789) [ptm] can you speak mandarin?
790) [fred] i logon here from malaysia
791) *** cherry (219.93.6) Australia / G'day mate! Grab a VB and throw another prawn on the barbie!!!
792) [ddwizz] wb cherry
793) [fred] of cos, i can, ptm
794) [cherry] hello...
795) [Aussie_guy] A guy walks into a bar and the barman says to him "sir to you realise that you have a steering wheel down your pants?" Guy replies "yeah I know it is driving me nuts"
796) *** Leah_is_aussie (211.29.136) Australia / G'day mate! Grab a VB and throw another prawn on the barbie!!!
797) [Leah_is_aussie] hey there every one
798) * ddwizz 😊 Leah
799) [ptm] say how are you
800) [Aussie_guy] Hey Leah
801) [fred] ni hao!
802) [Leah_is_aussie] thx mate thats cool@ddwizz
803) *** Aussie_guy (203.206.50) has left location Australia
804) [ptm] ni hao ma
805) [UhoH] 😌
806) [ptm] pu yun sei
807) [Sketchy_Unit] huh where
808) [cherry] hello//
809) *** abc (165.21.83) / G'day mate! Grab a VB and throw another prawn on the barbie!!!
810) [cherry] hello...
811) [Leah_is_aussie] Qld also... you have msn??
812) [abc] hi all
813) [fred] got a chance to beijing?
814) [abc] da jia hao
815) [Leah_is_aussie] hi abc
816) [ptm] a friend was teaching me last year. i forgot some words tho
817) [ptm] harigato (thats japonese i think
818) [abc] *sob* ....ppl r much frdly here
819) [abc] lol
820) *** cheetah (211.29.136) Australia / G'day mate! Grab a VB and throw another prawn on the barbie!!!
821) [fred] what a hell, we made this room a chinese one! lol
822) [cheetah] Hey Kane
823) [fred] hajimi masidei
824)[abc] hajimi masidei < ?? japanese?
825)[fred] ur a language talent
826)[ptm] fred what does hajimi masidei mean?
827)[ptm] ddwizzz what's wrong?
828)[Leah_is_aussie] so is every one having a good time??
829)[abc] thanks for the complement, but i only know the word "baka" lol
830)[scribla] Leah_is_aussie I'm not I thought this chat room was aussie I feel like I'm at the gold coast
831)[cheetah] HEY DAN!
832)* Morpheus is back *
833)[cheetah] Hi Mark
834)[ptm] MORPHEUS do you still believe neo is the 1
835)[MAIYA] mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
836)[ddwizzz] hey Mel
837)[Morpheus] yeah, that's funny mate
838)* UhOh runs away*
839)[Sketchy_Unit] ummm no it isn't
840)* dwwizz chase's megs *
841)[fred] first time to meet you, pls take care of me (japanese)
842)[ptm] maiya how are ya
843)[Morpheus] Some people = ptm
844)[MAIYA] *watches wizz pull his pants up*
845)[Morpheus] Hey MAIYA !
846)[ptm] ooooooo greek methodology
847)** scribla (211.28.129) has left location Australia
848)[Morpheus] Oooooooo, you can't even spell mythology you idiot ! *1.*
849)[fred] a language talent
850)[ptm] acre to educate me?
851)[abc] fred> how do you say, old lady in japanese?
852)[MAIYA] Hey Morph :o
853)[Morpheus] How you doing, M ?
854)[MAIYA] is gooood :o)
855)[Morpheus] Good to hear M :) 
856)[abc] emmm.......?br>
857)[Morpheus] acre ?? what the hell is that
858)[Morpheus] Did you pass grade three spelling ?
859)[Morpheus] the word is "care"... practice that with me now. "c-a-r-e"
860)** josie (#203.220.83##) Australia / G'day mate! Grab a VB and throw another prawn on the barbie!!
861)[fred] sorry, not so good at jap
862) [cheetah] Back now...sorry bout that
863)* UhOh disappears to msn...
864)[abc] LOL
865)[ptm] cool
866)*** MAIYA (210.54.226) Australia / G'day mate! Grab a VB and throw another prawn on the barbie!!!
867)[cheetah] brb gotta phn all
868)[Leah_is_aussie] it's ok scribler....
869)[UhOh] no chasing me
870)[fred] u cool fool!
871)[MAIYA] is bored
872)[ptm] y?
873)* ddwizz pulls his pants up and sits back down*
874)* Morpheus has nothing to do with the Matrix... some people should learn Greek Mythology*
875)*** cheetah (211.29.136) Australia / G'day mate! Grab a VB and throw another prawn on the barbie!!!
876)[Morpheus] wb Cheetah
877)*** scribla (211.28.129) Australia / G'day mate! Grab a VB and throw another prawn on the barbie!!!
878)[Morpheus] what's up, Cheetah?
879)[cheetah] a cll the ele company I don't owe asks me... they can kiss my wite ass!!!!
880)[cheetah] LOL
881)[abc] fred> O_o i thought you are a Japanese
882)* cheetah had to program the video to type something
883)[ddwizz] video's type?
884)[ptm] YOU ARE SO LUCKY I DONT HAVE MY PROGRAM WITH ME
885)[cheetah] oops....special video daniel...i meant tape
886)[scribla] i like apples
887)* josie raises an eyebrow*
888)* Sketchy_Unit 🍉:none josie hiding r we
889)* ddwizz try's to raise his eyebrow n rolls off bed*
890)[josie] only just logged in Sketchy
891)[ptm] lol really ****ing funny
892)* cheetah grabs dan and helps him up again
893)[Morpheus] Funny ? i didn't think so..i was being serious
894)[scribla] ptm shouldn't u b named PMT?
895)*** Sketchy_Unit has partially cleared the room.
896)[ptm] dont get into this
897)[josie] I guess I better find a few spare mutes and polish up my boots huh? *yawns*
Morpheus yawns at ptm

[MAIYA] is really bored now

[josie] If you're using ignore then DON'T take it to the main. If you want to argue over something, keep it private

[ptm] m(mor) same time mon and you will see

[Sketchy_Unit] huh why is that yo?

[abc] weird

[NaughtyChiklet] Anyone wanna chat???

[ddwizz] who want's to argue? im up for a bit of one of them 😁

[josie] I'll take ya on wizztizz!! lol

[MAIYA] yawns.............with her hand over her mouth

[ddwizz] you couldnt handle it babe!

[Sketchy_Unit] oh i think she could FIZZ.

[josie] Sketchy knows me. Im BUTCH!! I could SIT on ya and you'd be squashed to a pancake!

[cheetah] is very proud today

[ptm] <p morpheus...delete p>>.<p virus p>

[ptm] shit

[ddwizz] *lol* eech you stacked on a few there josie?

[abc] that was irritating

[Sketchy_Unit] LoL nah but i gave her a good whooping

[Sketchy_Unit] has partially cleared the room.

[josie] Oh you so did not Sketchy

[heyou] yo!

[Sketchy_Unit] oh i so did so...

[ddwizz] wants details

[abc] try again

[josie] You so did not!

[scribla] i still like apples

[ddwizz] 😁

[Sketchy_Unit] thats it, i'm on my may nw to give u another licking ops i mean whooping. lol

[abc] what's your problem w/ cyan

[josie] In your dreams Sketchy... you wouldnt get thm me trnt door

[ddwizz] HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA

[Sketchy_Unit] true but i will ummmmmm wait till morning. 😘

[abc] is magically summoned to 40plus by Sketchy_Unit!

[scribla (211.28.129) has left location Australia

[Sketchy_Unit] oops

[abc] hmm

[Sketchy_Unit] abc can u plz change ur color
hmmmm????

see all you need to do is ask, instead of clearing my replys...thats just rude

| CuteIndianM (212.9.101) Australia / G'day mate! Grab a VB and throw another prawn on the barbie!! |

l was just stuffing around

Hi there! How are you all?

Hi Maiya

Hey u :o)

fip] hello

cheetah runs around naked

stuffing around?..._-_-...and you had to pick me?!?

* streaks through the room nekkid *, if Cheetas doing it i might as well

just wanted 2 chat

* cheetah chases Maiya WEEEE

LOL @ Cheetah and Maiya

yep

MAIYA runs faster to get away from Cheetah... Woooooooooo Hoooooooooo

puts out a foot and watches MAIYA fall on her ass.

i am a foreigner btw

evening all, hope ya'll are good

* cheetah falls over Maiya and giggles...and attacks Kane

* gets up and slaps sketchy * ....... thats for tripping me

uwish Australia / G'day mate! Grab a VB and throw another prawn on the barbie!!

anyone wanna chat with an x stripper with a glass eye and a wooden leg with a kickstand?

:-( i'll get itchy to deal w/ Sketchy

u deal with me lol yeah whatever

anyone wanna oil my datsun 180B kickstand with triple chromed door handles?

* continues running through the room*

and u thought that was for real? phew!

lol dont be silly abc

* summons* itchy

cheetah sits on her beanbag and falls asleep

Sketchy_Unit sits on Mel

GOD... this is silly..what the hell am i doing...

slips into a coma

cheetah bites Kane on the shoulder*

and eats a timtam...mmmmmmmm.

Sketchy_Unit 🧘‍♂️(Db) Qt

Qt huggers
974)*** tarzo1 / G'day mate! Grab a VB and throw another prawn on the barbie!!!
975)[Qtlicious] woooohoo 2 cuties to play with
976)[Sketchy_Unit] dream on, no1 is playing with me
977)[Brisbane] i beg ur pardon?
978)[tarzo1] hey all
979)[fip] HELLO!!!!!
980)[Sketchy_Unit] Hey Ant
981)[Qtlicious] lol sketch wgal can join in 2 dnt wrry
982)[Brisbane] so patronistic, chauvenistic pig
983)[cheetah] sketch...you should get off my lap...specially when I am nekkid...LOL
984)[tarzo1] hi fip
985)[tarzo1] hey sketchy, nice seeya
986)[fip] hi tarzo
987)[Sketchy_Unit] what's goin on
988)[tarzo1] nothing much mate how about urself
989)[fip] tarzo how old are you
990)[tarzo1] Im 23 fip how r u?
991)[fip] i'm a girl and im 15
992)[fip] where do you live tarzo
993)[Sketchy_Unit] just chatting as usual
994)[fip] hi chuckles
995)[tarzo1] oh thats cool sketchy
996)[tarzo1] fip, i'm from Australia, and u?
997)[Sketchy_Unit] lol yeah i guess.
998)[fip] germany
999)*** IBNewbie / G'day mate! Grab a VB and throw another prawn on the barbie!!!
1000)[tarzo1] fip ok
1001)[fip] in wich city you live tarzo
1002)[IBNewbie] <-- is new and 'd like someone to show me the ropes... so to speak *L*
1003)[cheetah] where in aus tarzo?
1004)[Sketchy_Unit] wat do u want to no newbie?
1005)[Sketchy_Unit] he lives near me Mel
1006)[tarzo1] where u from cheetah?
1007)[cheetah] Coolies Kaney...coolies
1008)* Sketchy_Unit burps
1009)* cheetah is from brisvegas
1010)[tarzo1] cheetah, brisbane?
1011)[IBNewbie] what is there to know Sketchy_Unit?...I have a thirst for knowledge...lol
1012)[IBNewbie] uwish is having trouble with getting words out tonite??
1013)[uwish] opps my finger went dislexic
oh thats cool Im from melbourne cheetah

what part of melb da east or da west?
	sometimes our fingers have a mind of their own :)

out in the east uwish

how about u uwish?

right!

it takes 56 muscles in the face to frown but it only takes 3 muscles to raise the middle finger

well just chat and if u want to chat in privatre type m in front of there nick

Im in the glen wav area

uwish ok cool r u male or female?

haha....I bet you must impress em at parties with that lil bit of knowledge uwish

male...........which are you?

which part of melb are ya?

uwish Im male

*** tarzo1 (203.54.141) has left location Australia

women shouldn't have babys over the age of 50.....coz they would forget where they put the baby

looks like tarzo1 didn't find what he looking for *L*

and who do you say that to uwish?

no 1 comes to mind IBN I was so exited I could shit not! I am bored out of my head!

man I am thirsty...gunna get a cold one, anyone else want one?

well keep ur sexist and ne other bad thoughts to urself and of the main

cheetah wants a vodka and orange thanks

Yes please IBN I wouldn't mind blowin the froff off a couple......

who is being sexist???

i think you need it tonite usb....clear your mind of all that emptiness hey...

bbs with the goods

haahaha which bit of get ****ed dont you understand? If your looking for sympathy its between shit & syphilis in the dictionary IBN.

he found me thank you for that though

uwish (211.28.129) has left location Australia

da nice chat, byeeeeeeeeee!

Sketchy_Unit (#210.49.186#) has left location Australia

Signoff Sketchy Unit (#210.49.186#).

-------------

Welcome to Alamak Chat (Austrilia) room. To promote communication please use English in this room.
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